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Petitioner, David Justice, in his capacity as Eligible Elector brings this Second

Amended Verified Petition pursuant to Colorado Constitution Article VII section 111,

C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1), C.R.S. § 1-1-107(5)2 and C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(b) claiming

persons charged with duties under the Election Code have abused their discretion, or

have committed a breach or neglect of duty or other wrongful acts

I. INTRODUCTION

1) Due to the close margin of the 3rd Congressional District (CD3) race

conducted in the November 8, 2022 general election, a recount of the results

became statutorily required pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-10.5-101(1)(b) (“Recount”).

2) On December 7, 2022 the County Respondents executed an instrument

styled “CERTIFICATION OF RECOUNT” certifying that they “conducted the recount

of the 3rd Congressional District race, and further certify: the recount resulted in no

changes to the vote counts originally reported in our certified results. A summary

results report from the recount is attached.”

3) Two days later, On Friday December 9, 2022, Petitioner timely filed a

verified petition pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1), together with an emergency ex

parte motion for TRO and preliminary injunction, requesting inter alia, intervention by

this court to direct compliance with C.R.S. § 1-10-102(3)(a) and prevent the

certification of the Recount due to the Gunnison County Respondents’ failure to

comply with, and Secretary's failure to enforce, the pre-recount test procedure

2 Colo. Rev. Stat. § 1-1-107(5) “The provisions of this section are enacted, pursuant to section 11 of article VII of
the state constitution, to secure the purity of elections and to guard against the abuses of the elective franchise.”

1 Section 11. Purity of elections. The general assembly shall pass laws to secure the purity of elections, and guard
against abuses of the elective franchise.
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prescribed by C.R.S. § 1-10-102(3)(a) prior to conducting the Recount. This court

denied the motion for TRO.

4) Early in the day on Monday, December 12, 2022 Petitioner filed an

Amended Verified Petition together with an Amended Emergency Motion for TRO

and Preliminary Injunction requesting the same relief in different terms.

5) Sometime shortly after the filing of his Amended Verified Petition, Secretary

Griswold certified the amended 2022 CD3 results, finding that the Recount resulted

in no change to the outcome, and declaring Republican Lauren Boebert the winner

over her opponent, Democrat Adam Frisch.3 See Order (entered Dec. 12, 2022) at

1-2.

6) A scheduling conference was commenced on Petitioner’s Amended

Verified Petition and Amended Emergency for TRO at 4:00 pm on December 12,

2022 whereupon this Court denied Petitioner’s Amended Motion for an Emergency

TRO on the basis that Petitioner’s requests were moot due to the completion of the

Recount.

7) As an eligible elector Justice has standing pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1) to

file a verified petition in a district court of competent jurisdiction alleging that a

person charged with a duty under this code has committed or is about to commit a

breach or neglect of duty or other wrongful act.

8) Petitioner Justice brings this action to activate the statutory remedy, which is

the available avenue, to cure the abuse of discretion, breach or neglect of duty or

other wrongful act committed by the Respondents, both individually or collectively,

3 See
coloradosos.gov/pubs/newsRoom/pressReleases/2022/PR20221212RecountCompletion.html
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charged with a duty, or duties, under this code. It is of great public interest that

elections are secure and that the electors' votes are guarded, so that electors are

confident that their voices are heard.  Thus, in the interest of securing the accuracy

and guarding the purity of the CD3 Election, Petitioner Justice seeks judicial

intervention to compel compliance with the specific duties prescribed by the election

code of concern herein. Particularly, Petitioner Justice seeks to compel compliance

with the statutorily mandated comparison testing pursuant to C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b), which is a statutory requirement that prescribes the method of

testing intended to reveal any inaccuracy by misconduct or illegal tampering, which

may be lurking within Colorado’s mechanical voting devices. By this action,

Petitioner Justice will show that notwithstanding the statutory mandates of C.R.S. §

§ 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) requiring this simple test, a significant statutory means for

securing the accuracy of the election and guarding electors' votes, was not

performed prior to the Recount. This omission, which evidence reveals was

intentional, creates a justifiable impression among members of the public that an

abuse of discretion, a breach or neglect of duty or other wrongful act was committed

such that the electoral due process prescribed by statute, was violated; and that by

this breach, the purity of elections was tainted, and a primary statutory guard against

the abuse of the elective franchise has been defeated.

II. PARTIES

9) Petitioner, David Justice, is an eligible elector of Gunnison County which is

within CD3.
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10) Respondent, Jena Griswold, who has held the office of Colorado Secretary of

State since January 8, 2019, is the chief election officer for the state of Colorado,

and is named in her official capacity as Secretary of State of Colorado as the

election official with the duty to supervise the conduct of recounts in Colorado. See

C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(a).

11) Respondent, Kathy Simillion, is named in her official capacity as the chief

designated election official for the county, and in her capacity as Canvas Board

Member.  C.R.S. § 1-1-110(3)

12) Respondent, Mandy Roberts, is named in her official capacity as Canvas

Board Member, who as an election official has a duty to perform recounts in the

County of Gunnison for the County of Gunnison.

13) Respondent, Vikki Archuleta, is named in her official capacity as Canvas

Board Member who as an election official has a duty to perform recounts in the

County of Gunnison for the County of Gunnison.

14) Respondent Phil Weiser is named in his official capacity as Attorney General

for the State of Colorado.  Mr. Weiser is tasked with the duty under the election code

to provide assistance and advice to the secretary of state in making uniform

interpretations of the election code pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c).

15) At all times relevant, all Respondents were “election officials” as defined by

C.R.S. § 1-1-104(10), who engaged in the performance of election duties as defined

by the Colorado election code.
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III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

16) Venue and Jurisdiction in this District Court is proper pursuant to C.R.S. §

1-1-113(1) which provides that . . . “when any eligible elector files a verified petition

in a district court of competent jurisdiction alleging that a person charged with a duty

under this code has committed . . . a breach or neglect of duty or other wrongful act,

. . .  the district court shall issue an order requiring substantial compliance with the

provisions of this code. The order shall require the person charged to forthwith

perform the duty or to desist from the wrongful act or to forthwith show cause why

the order should not be obeyed.” [Emphasis added]

17) The standing, venue and jurisdiction vested under  C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1), a

remedial statute, relies on no other statute as a basis for jurisdiction, which is to be

liberally construed.  See People ex rel. McGaffey v. District Court, 23 Colo. 150, 155

(1896) wherein it was held, in a case involving an amendment to the election law, an

amendment to the election law which has evolved into C.R.S. § 1-1-112 and

culminating in C.R.S. § 1-1-113(1), that the intent of the legislature, expressed

therein, in giving the district court jurisdiction, was for the purpose of enforcing by the

courts a “substantial compliance with the provisions of this act [pertaining to

elections] by the parties to such controversy.”  In reaching its determination,

McGaffey concluded “that the [statutory] construction [of a particular provision of the

act] now contended for by relator [the secretary of state] would defeat the very

purpose of the act, if adopted.”
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18) This case addresses Respondent Griswold's interpretation and erroneous

construction of the provisions of C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3) (a) & (b), the result of which

defeats the very purpose of C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) & (b).

19) This district court is a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to Colorado

Constitution Article Art. VI Sec 1. providing that “the judicial power of the state shall

be vested in . . . district courts,” and Art VI Sec 9 (1) providing that “[t]he district

courts shall be trial courts of record with general jurisdiction, and shall have original

jurisdiction in all civil, probate, and criminal cases, except as otherwise provided

herein.”

20) In Meyer v. Lamm, 846 P.2d 862, 869 (Colo.1993), reviewing the final order

and judgment of the Boulder County District Court entered in a controversy arising

from the 1992 election for the office of state representative from House District 13, a

case encompassing five counties and the Secretary of State4, addressed the

applicability of C.R.S. §§ 1-1-112(1) and (2) (1980), the predecessor to the current

C.R.S. §§ 1-1-113(1) and (2), in concluding that the Boulder County District Court

had subject matter jurisdiction over the controversy and that the issues presented in

the controversy were justiciable, emphasized that there is “nothing within the text of

section 1-1-112 which would limit the statute’s application to pre-election

controversies only, as the secretary of state urges.”

21) Jurisdiction in this District Court is also invoked pursuant to C.R.S. §

1-10.5-102(3)(b) which authorizes judicial review for an abuse of discretion by the

Secretary of State, as well as providing that: “nothing in subsection (3) limits any

person from pursuing any applicable legal remedy otherwise provided by law.”

4 Verified Pre 2022 Dist 13 was Boulder, Clear Creek, Gilpin, Grand and Jackson
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22) This Second Amended Verified Petition is not an application challenging the

results of a recount brought pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-10.5-109.

23) This Second Amended Petition is not an action brought pursuant to C.R.S. §

1-1-113(4)

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

24) Colorado Constitution XXIX (1) provides that “the people of the state of

Colorado hereby find and declare that:

“(a) The conduct of public officers, members of the general assembly, local
government officials, and government employees must hold the respect and
confidence of the people;
“(b) They shall carry out their duties for the benefit of the people of the state;
“(c) They shall, therefore, avoid conduct that is in violation of their public trust
or that creates a justifiable impression among members of the public that
such trust is being violated . . .”

25) C.R.S. § 1-1-103(3) provides that “substantial compliance with the provisions

or intent of this [election] code shall be all that is required for the proper conduct of

an election to which this code applies.”

26) On November 30, 2022 the Respondent Secretary of State issued Election

Order 2022-14 (“EO”) ordering a recount of the November 8 CD3 election pursuant

to C.R.S § § 1-1-107(2)(a);  1-1.5-104(1)(e); 1-10.5-101 and 1-10.5-102 (See

attached Exhibit A).

27) On page 2, paragraph 2 of her EO, Respondent Griswold ordered all Clerk

and Recorders of the counties within CD3 to conduct a recount “in accordance with

statute as stated in the applicable sections of 1-10.5-102, C.R.S. and Election Rule

10, as well as any further instruction provided by the Election Division of the Office of

the Secretary of State.”
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28) C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) are applicable sections of 1-10.5-102,

C.R.S.  passed by the General Assembly as measures to secure the purity of

elections, and guard against abuses of the elective franchise. Colo. Const. Art. VII,

Sec 11

29) Respondent Griswold has a duty to enforce the provisions of C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(a).

30) The General Assembly in its wisdom mandated the Comparison Test

(“Comparison Test”) prescribed by C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) to secure the

purity of elections, and guard against abuses of the elective franchise, to wit:

“[p]rior to any recount, the canvas board shall choose at random and test
voting devices used in the candidate race, ballot issue, or ballot question that
is the subject of the recount. The board shall use the voting devices it has
selected to conduct a comparison of the machine count of the ballots
counted on each such voting device for the candidate race, ballot issue, or
ballot question to the corresponding manual count of the voter-verified paper
records.” C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)[Emphasis added]

31) The Comparison Test mandated "prior to any recount" requires the canvas

board to "choose at random and test voting devices used in the candidate race . . .

that is the subject of the recount" by conducting "a comparison of the machine count

of the ballots counted on each such voting device for the candidate race . . .  to the

corresponding manual count of the voter-verified paper records."

32) Simply put, what the General Assembly requires in C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(a) is

a comparison of the machine count from the election with the corresponding manual

("hand count," per C.R.S. 1-1-104 §22.7) count of votes for all ballots counted on

canvas board-selected machines, prior to conducting any recount in the "same

manner" (e.g., using the voting system) as the "original ballot count."
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33) Though not explicitly defined in CRS Title 1, the "machine count" can be

easily described from the language within C.R.S.§ 1-10.5-102 as "the count of the

ballots counted on voting devices used in an election." These "machine counts" are

available from Colorado voting systems as an export of Cast Vote Record ("CVR'')

data, which may be filtered to provide a CVR representing all cast votes in a single

batch, or from a single tabulator, or from a precinct or precinct portion, or for a

particular contest or race, among other filtering criteria, and the CVRs show

ballot-level records, identified by tabulator, batch, and ballot-scan sequence within

the batch, for each individual physical ballot. In this manner, the CVR representing

all ballots counted on canvas board-selected tabulators, filtered by contest or race,

and tabulator, may be used to easily conduct the "comparison" test required, and

Colorado election officials are well-equipped and prepared to provide these CVR to

the canvas board, because the election officials must prepare unfiltered CVR for the

Secretary of State-directed "Risk-Limiting Audit" process during each election.

34) The "comparison" test required in C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(a) is differentiated in

CRS in two significant, unambiguous ways from the public test (also known as "logic

and accuracy test" or (“LAT”) required in C.R.S. §1-7-509(2)(a) "prior to the

commencement of voting."

35) The first significant difference between recount "comparison" testing and LAT

testing is the CRS-directed use in "logic and accuracy" testing of "a pre-audited

group of ballots produced so as to record a predetermined number of valid votes for

each candidate" and the second significant difference is the CRS-directed conduct of

the pre-election logic and accuracy test under the witness of the "testing board"
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defined in C.R.S. §1-7-509(1)(c), rather than being conducted by the canvas board,

as specified for the recount comparison testing in C.R.S. §1-10.5-102(3).

36) In light of these significant statutory differences, there can be no question as

to the fact that the Comparison Test for recounts cannot be satisfied by "logic and

accuracy" testing described in Election Rule 10.12.2, and while they may exist in

sequence due to a rescan, they are not one and the same.

37) Any assertion that the General Assembly's language in C.R.S. §1-10.5-102(1)

requiring "comparison" testing of voting devices prior to recount using those same

devices refers only to "precinct optical scanners and direct recording electronic

(DRE)" devices, and not to the scanner/tabulators used in all current Colorado voting

systems, is belied by numerous references within the CRS to "voting devices" (e.g.

in C.R.S. § 1-5-610(1), where "voting device" is distinct from "vote recorder," and in

C.R.S. § 1-5-623, which refers repeatedly to "voting device"), as well as by

references within the Federal Election Commission's 2002 Voting System Standards,

which are mandatory minimum requirements for certification of Colorado voting

systems under C.R.S. § 1-5-601.5, to preparation of "voting devices to accept voted

ballots" (2002 VSS Volume 1, p. 48), which could not possibly apply to a DRE. In

fact, the Election Assistance Commission's latest Voluntary Voting System

Guidelines 2.0 defines a batch-fed scanner (such as the ImageCast Central

batch-fed scanners used in all Colorado Dominion Voting Systems Democracy Suite

version 5.13 systems) as "An electronic voting device"5 (p. 267), and defines "voting

device" as "Device that is part of the voting system."(p. 304) In her own July and

5 https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/TestingCertification/Voluntary_Voting_System_Guidelines_Version_2_0.pdf
p. 267, p 304
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November EOs, the Secretary further refers to the above mentioned devices as

voting devices.

38) Even more simply put, the Comparison Test requires to be performed prior to

conducting the Recount, a simple test juxtaposing and comparing the tabulation of a

manual hand count of voter-verified paper records cast in the November 8, 2022

election, to the Cast Vote Record (CVR) data of the corresponding voting device

within which those voter-verified paper records were cast.

39) C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(b) provides that: If a discrepancy is revealed as a

result of the Comparison Test, C.R.S. § 1-10.5.102(3)(b) mandates that the

voter-verified paper records will be used, i.e. a manual hand count, for a final

determination of the recount–unless evidence exists compromising the integrity of

the voter-verified paper records, to wit:

“. . . If the results of the comparison of the machine count and the manual
count in accordance with the requirements of subsection (3)(a) of this
section are not identical, or if any discrepancy is not able to be accounted for
by voter error, a presumption is created that the voter-verified paper records
will be used for a final determination unless evidence exists that the integrity
of the voter-verified paper records has been irrevocably compromised. . .”
[Emphasis added] id.

40) C.R.S. § 1-10.5.102(3)(b) further provides that “[t]he secretary of state shall

decide which method of recount is used in each case, based on Respondent

Griswold's determination of which method will ensure the most accurate count,

subject to judicial review for abuse of discretion.”

“. . . The secretary of state shall decide which method of recount is used in
each case, based on the secretary’s determination of which method will
ensure the most accurate count, subject to judicial review for abuse of
discretion. Nothing in this subsection (3) limits any person from pursuing any
applicable legal remedy otherwise provided by law.” [Emphasis added]
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41) Pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-10.5.102(3)(b) the result of the Comparison Test is

the statutory basis for Respondent Griswold's determination of which method of

recount [i.e. manual hand count, or the same manner as the original ballot count] will

ensure the most accurate count.

42) The first importance of the result of the Comparison Test cannot be

understated. It ultimately determines the basis upon which Respondent Griswold

decides the method of recount, i.e whether that method be a hand tabulation of all

the voter-verified paper records, a machine re-scanning and re-tabulation of the

voter-verified paper records, or a retabulation or retally of the previously scanned

ballot images, which may be done if the results of the Comparison Test is identical:

“If the results of the comparison of the machine count and the manual
count . . . are identical, or if any discrepancy is able to be accounted for
by voter error, then the recount may be conducted in the same manner
as the original ballot count.” C.R.S. § 1-10.5.102(3)(b)

43) On November 30, 2022 and again on December 5, 2022, Respondent

Griswold issued further instructions to all Clerk and Recorders of the counties within

CD3: 1) an instrument styled “Summary of Colorado’s Recount Procedures”

(“SOCRP”); and, 2) an email entitled “Part 2 of the Election Division’s Guidance for

the Automatic Recount” (“EDGPT2”).  (See attached Exhibits B and C).

44) The EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 constitute Respondent Griswold's

interpretation of the Election Code as pertaining to Recounts.

45) The EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 impacted the Recount. The EO, SOCRP and

EDGPT2 speak for themselves and do not provide for the Comparison Test, instead

they direct the Clerk and Canvas Board Members away from conducting a

Comparison Test as required by statute.
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46) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) found at pg

3, Section 7, of her SOCRP substitutes the term “voter-verified paper records” with

the term “paper test ballots” to wit:

Testing Prior to Recount
a. Generally
1-10.5-102(3)(a) and (b), C.R.S. and Rules 10.12.2, 10.13.1 The canvas
board must, prior to any recount in which scanners will be used, randomly
choose and test voting devices used in the original race. The canvas board
must compare a manual count of the paper test ballots against the machine
count of the randomly selected scanners or voting devices. If the results of
the comparison are identical, or if any discrepancy can be attributed to voter
or ballot marking error, the county must conduct the recount in the same
manner as the original count. [Emphasis added] pg 3, Sec 7

47) The term “paper test ballots” is defined neither in the Election Code

Definitions under C.R.S. § 1-1-104, nor Respondent Griswold's Election Rules under

8 CCR 1505-1.

48) C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) was amended in June of 2021, to include the

term “the voter-verified paper records” (See Senate Bill 21-250 Sec 49, pg 336)

49) The term “‘voter-verified paper record”, defined by C.R.S. § 1-1-104(50.6)(a)

“means an auditable paper record that:

“(I)  Is available for the elector to inspect and verify before the vote is cast;
“(II) Is produced contemporaneously with or employed by any voting

system;
“(III) Lists the designation of each office, the number or letter of each ballot

issue or ballot question, and the elector’s choice for each office,
ballot issue, or ballot question and indicates any office, ballot issue,
or ballot question for which the elector has not made a selection;

“(IV) Is suitable for a manual audit or recount; and
“(V) Is capable of being maintained as an election record in accordance

with the requirements of section 1-7-802.
(b) Any paper ballot that lists the title, along with any number, as applicable, of

each candidate race, ballot issue, or ballot question, on which the elector
has marked his or her choices in such races, issues, or questions shall

6 https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/2021a_250_signed.pdf
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constitute a voter-verified paper record for purposes of this subsection
(50.6).”

50) On or about December 3rd, 2022 several citizens, all of whom were qualified

electors in the State of Colorado observing the SOS instructions relative to the

Recount, sent Respondent Gunnison County Clerk Simillion (as well as all other

County Clerks within CD3) written notices that:

“The Secretary’s Order is in conflict with Colorado Law. I ask that you
take your oath seriously and follow Colorado Law. This can be done by
adhering to C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102 along with the guidance set by the
Secretary. You can hand count the paper ballots to reconcile with one
tabulator’s count, perform a Logic and Accuracy Test, and other actions
the Secretary has ordered. You will not be disobeying the Secretary’s
Order by omitting an action, you will be following the law by performing
the comparison in addition to the Secretary’s Orders.” [See Exhibit D]

51) On December 5, 2022, the Election Division’s guidance Part 2 (EDGPT2) was

emailed to all the County Clerks within CD3 from Dwight Shellman, County

Regulation & Support Manager, Elections Division, Department of State.  (See

Exhibit C)

52) Dwight Shellman sent the email in his capacity as an agent for Secretary

Griswold.

53) Section 9 of the EDGPT2, styled “Equipment Test Claims by the Save

Colorado Project” states:

“We are aware that county election offices received emails from a group
called the Save Colorado Project, claiming that the pre-recount
equipment testing regimen mandated by Election Rule 10.12.2 violates
section 1-10.5-102(3)(a), C.R.S. Several county clerks report they
received virtually identical emails from numerous individuals over the
weekend. The claim or allegation that Rule 10.12.2 violates section
1-10.5-102, C.R.S., is false.”

54) Section 9 of the EDGPT2 further states:
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“Section 1-10.5-102(3), C.R.S., simply does not apply to voting systems
components currently certified and used by Colorado counties. For that
reason, the Secretary of State promulgated administrative rules to “fill the
gap” caused by the outdated statute, a perfectly valid exercise of the
Secretary’s rule-making authority. See, e.g., section 1-10.5-101(2),
C.R.S. (“Any rule concerning the conduct of the recount must take into
account the type of voting system and equipment used by the county in
which the recount is to be conducted.”).

55) The “Save Colorado Project'' is not an official organization, but rather a loose

citizens alliance.  No mention of the Save Colorado Project as referenced in

paragraph 1 of section 9 of the EDGPT2 was mentioned in the letter to the clerks.

The representation is false.

56) No claim or allegation was made by the email referenced in paragraph 1 of

Section 9 of the  EDGPT2 that Rule 10.12.2 violates section 1-10.5-102, C.R.S.. The

representation in paragraph 1 is false and misleading.

57) The representation in Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that “Section 1-10.5-102(3),

C.R.S., simply does not apply to voting systems components currently certified and

used by Colorado counties is false and misleading.

58) The representation in Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that C.R.S.1-10.5-102(3) is

an “outdated statute” is false and misleading.

59) The representation in Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that the SOS has the power

to “fill the gap” by administrative rule as a result of C.R.S.1-10.5-102(3) being

outdated is false and misleading.

60) The representation in the closing reference of paragraph 5 of Section 9 of the

EDGPT2 to wit: “See, e.g., section 1-10.5-101(2)[sic], C.R.S. (''Any rule concerning

the conduct of the recount must take into account the type of voting system and

equipment used by the county in which the recount is to be conducted.”)” that such
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supports the claim that the SOS has the power to “fill the gap” by administrative rule

as a result of C.R.S. 1-10.5-102(3) “being outdated” is false and misleading.

61) The representation in paragraph 2 of Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that “Section

1-10.5.102, C.R.S., prescribes a recount testing regimen for voting systems no

longer used in any Colorado county” is false and misleading.

62) The representation in paragraph 4 of Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that “Section

1-10.5-102(3), C.R.S., thus prescribes an equipment test for voting systems and

components no longer used in this state” is false and misleading.

63) The representation in paragraph 5 of Section 9 of the EDGPT2 that “Section

1-10.5-102(3), C.R.S., simply does not apply to voting systems components

currently certified and used by Colorado counties” is false and misleading.

64) Not only do the EO, SOCRP, and EDGPT2 not provide orders, directives or

guidance to the Clerks and Canvas Boards conducting the Recount to provide

Respondent Griswold with the results of the Comparison Test prior to conducting the

Recount, the SOCRP and EDGPT2 defeat the statutory requirement to perform the

Comparison Test.

65) As a result of Respondent Griswold's guidance promulgated in the SOCRP

and EDGPT2, Gunnison County Respondents Clerk Simillion, and canvas board

members Roberts and Archuleta, did not perform the Comparison Test.

66) Respondent Griswold's determination to eliminate the Comparison Test was

arbitrary.
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67) When Respondent Griswold arbitrarily omitted the required Comparison Test

of voting devices, she had no basis on which to decide which was the most accurate

method of recount to be used.7

68) Petitioner Justice has no assurance that the machine count tabulation of the

voting devices used in the November 8, 2022 general election, were accurate.

69) Gunnison County Respondents Clerk Simillion, and canvas board members

Roberts and Archuleta, had a duty to perform the Comparison Test prior to

conducting the Recount.

70) Gunnison County Respondents Clerk Simillion, and canvas board members

Roberts and Archuleta, did not perform the Comparison Test prior to conducting the

Recount.

71) In their instrument styled “Certification of Recount” Respondents Simillion,

Archuleta, and Roberts, as the Canvas Board, provided no evidence that the

Comparison Test was performed.

V. FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF /  RESPONDENT CANVAS BOARD MEMBRES
NEGLECTED THEIR DUTY TO PERFORM THE COMPARISON TEST

72) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

73) Colo. Const. Art. VII, Sec 11 provides that the General Assembly shall pass

laws to secure the purity of elections, and guard against abuses of the elective

franchise.

7 “The secretary of state shall decide which method of recount is used in each case,” Colo. Rev. Stat. §
1-10.5-102(3)(b)
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74) Respondent Griswold has a duty to enforce the provisions of the Election

Code pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(b).

75) The statutory scheme pertaining to recounts under C.R.S. § 1-10.5-101 et

seq. is part of the Election Code, passed to secure the purity of elections and guard

against abuses of the elective franchise.

76) All of the elements of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) were adopted to

secure the purity of elections and guard against abuses of the elective franchise.

77) The Clerk had a duty to conduct a Comparison Test prior to conducting the

CD3 recount.

78) The Canvas board had a duty to conduct a Comparison Test prior to

conducting the CD3 recount.

79) Gunnison County Respondents Clerk Simillion, and canvas board members

Roberts and Archuleta, neglected to perform the Comparison Test prior to

conducting the Recount.

80) Petitioner is injured by Clerk Simillion and Canvas Board Member’s failure to

perform the Comparison Test pursuant to C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

VI. SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF /  SECRETARY FAILED TO PERFORM HER
DUTY TO ENFORCE THE COMPARISON TEST

81) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

82) Respondent Griswold had a duty to enforce the Comparison Test as provided

by C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).
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83) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of the Comparison Test expressed in

her EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 are out of compliance with C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

84) Respondent Griswold substituted the Comparison test with the LAT.

85) Respondent Griswold failed to perform her duty to enforce the Comparison

Test.

86) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's failure to perform her duty to

enforce the Comparison Test.

VII. THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF  / RESPONDENT GRISWOLD’S ABUSE OF
DISCRETION AND NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

87) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

88) Respondent Griswold has a duty . . . to make accurate and uniform

interpretations of the Election Code. C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c).

89) Respondent Griswold's interpretations of the Election Code expressed in her

EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 do not implement the plain language of C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

90) Respondent Griswold's discretion pertaining to her decision regarding the

method of recount is dependent upon her determination of which method of recount

will ensure the most accurate count.

91) The result of the Comparison Test constitutes the statutory basis for

Respondent Griswold's determination.
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92) Without the results of the Comparison Test, Secretary Griswold lacked the

required statutory basis upon which to make her decision regarding the method of

recount to provide the most accurate count.

93) In lieu of performing the Comparison Test to determine the basis for the most

accurate method of recount, Respondent Griswold substituted her unbridled

discretion as the basis.

94) In exercising her unbridled discretion, Respondent Griswold substituted the

Comparison test with the LAT.

95) Respondent Griswold lacks unbridled discretion to determine which recount

method will ensure the most accurate count.

96) Respondent Griswold's reliance on her unbridled discretion as the basis for

determining the most accurate method of recount runs awry of her statutory duty.

97) In Section 9 of her EDGPT2, Respondent Griswold represented to the Clerks

of CD3 that she had the power to “fill the gap by administrative rule as a result of

C.R.S.§ 1-10.5-102(3) being outdated.”

98) C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3) is not outdated.

99) Respondent Griswold gave false information to the Clerk and Canvas Board

members.

100) Respondent Griswold gave such information to the Clerk and Canvas Board

members in performing her official duties as secretary of state.

101) Respondent Griswold gave the information to the Clerk and Canvas Board

members for use in performing their duties as county election officials in the

Recount.
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102) Secretary was negligent in obtaining or communicating the information.

103) Secretary gave the information with the intent and knowing that county

election officials would act in reliance on the information.

104) Respondent Griswold's decision to only perform “logic and accuracy” testing

as the only method of testing the voting devices and to only perform a rescan as the

only method of recounting voter-verified paper recordswithout having conducted the

Comparison Test constitutes an Abuse of Discretion.

105) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's Negligent Misrepresentation

and Abuse of Discretion.

106) Respondent Clerk and Canvas Board members relied on the information

supplied by Respondent Griswold and reliance caused damage to Petitioner.

107) Clerk relied on the information supplied by the Secretary, and reliance caused

damage to Petitioner.

108) Respondent Griswold's determination is subject to judicial review for abuse of

discretion.

VIII. FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / RESPONDENT GRISWOLD’S
INTERPRETATION OF C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) DEFEATS THE COMPARISON
TEST

109) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

110) Respondent Griswold's interpretations of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) are

required to be accurate interpretations of the election code.

111) Respondent Griswold's interpretations of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b)

expressed in her  SOCRP and EDGPT2 are not accurate interpretations of the

election code.
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112) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of the plain language of C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) as expressed in the SOCRP  and EDGPT2 defeats the

statutory scheme constituting the Comparison Test.

113) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's interpretation of the plain

language of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b)

IX. FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / RESPONDENT GRISWOLD’S ABUSE OF
DISCRETION / VAGUE AND AMBIGUOUS ORDERS

114) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

115) The EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 do not advise, order, direct or command the

Clerk and Canvas board to perform the Comparison Test.

116) The EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 do not advise, order, direct or command the

Clerk and Canvas board to provide the results of the comparison required by C.R.S

§ 1-10.5-102(3)(b) to Respondent Griswold.

117) The EO is vague and ambiguous.

118) The SOCRP is vague and ambiguous.

119) The EDGPT2 is vague and ambiguous.

120) The EO, the SOCRP and the EDGPT2 constitute an abuse of discretion.

121) Respondent Griswold's abuse of discretion constitutes a breach or neglect of

duty or other wrongful act under the Election Code.

122) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold’s breach or neglect of duty.

123) Respondent Griswold's determination is subject to judicial review for abuse of

discretion.
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X.  SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / RESPONDENT GRISWOLD’S VIOLATION OF THE
SEPARATION OF POWERS DOCTRINE

124) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

125) The result of the Comparison Test provides the basis Respondent Griswold is

required to use in the exercise of her discretion relative to determining the method of

recount to be conducted.

126) Respondent Griswold neglected to enforce the Comparison Test to establish

a basis for her discretion.

127) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of C.R.S § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) & (b) as

expressed in her EO, the SOCRP and EDGPT2 misdirected the Clerks and Canvas

Board members away from conducting the required Comparison Test prior to the

Recount.

128) Respondent Griswold substituted her arbitrary discretion as the basis of her

decision relative to the method of recount.

129) The legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government may exercise

only their own powers and may not usurp the powers of another co-equal branch of

government. Article III of the Colorado Constitution; Vagneur v. City of Aspen, 2013

CO 13, ¶34.

130) The state’s legislative power is vested in the General Assembly, subject to the

people’s right to propose laws and amendments to the constitution, to enact or reject

laws and amendments by vote, and to approve or reject “any act or item, section, or

part of any act of the general assembly” by vote. Colo. Const. art. V, §1(1).
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131) It is the executive department’s —or more specifically, the governor’s

—responsibility to “take care that the laws [are] faithfully executed.” Colo. Const. art.

IV, §2.

132) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of C.R.S § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) & (b) as

expressed in her EO, the SOCRP and the EDGPT2  conflicts with the legislative

enactment in violation of the separation of powers doctrine.

133) Respondent Griswold's interpretation in her EO, the SOCRP and the

EDGPT2 of C.R.S § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) & (b) trespass into and defeat the Comparison

Test.

134) Respondent Griswold's interpretation of her EO, the SOCRP and the

EDGPT2 of C.R.S § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) & (b) is a violation of the Separation of Powers

Doctrine.

135) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's violation of the Separation of

Powers Doctrine.

XI. SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / ABUSE OF DISCRETION

136) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

137) C.R.S. § 1-13.5-108(1) provides that [e]xcept as otherwise provided in this

article, the designated election official shall render all interpretations and shall make

all initial decisions as to controversies or other matters arising in the operation of this

article.

138) Respondent Griswold substituted the Comparison test with the LAT.

139) The SOCRP states:
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The following is a summary of the laws and rules governing recounts.
While you should use this document as a guide, you should also review
Article 10.5 of Title 1 and Election Rule 10 as you prepare for any
recounts.

140) In authorizing/ordering the use of “paper test ballots” in the performance of a

LAT, in lieu of the use of “Voter-Verified Paper Records” to conduct Comparison Test,

Respondent Griswold abused her discretion by misrepresenting Colorado Law to the

Respondent Clerk and Canvas Board members.

141) Respondent Griswold had previously issued identical guidance to Clerks in

July 2022 when ordering the Primary Election Recount. See Exhibit “E”

142) The guidance by the SORP and the EDGPT2 constitutes a breach or neglect

of duty and abuse of discretion in violation of  C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c).

143) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's breach or neglect of duty.

XII. EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / ABUSE OF POWER

144) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

145) Pursuant to C.R.S. 1-1-107(2)(a), Respondent Griswold has the power: to

promulgate, publish, and distribute, either in conjunction with copies of the election

laws pursuant to section 1-1-108 or separately, such rules as the secretary of state

finds necessary for the proper administration and enforcement of the election laws.

146) By her SOCRP and EDGPT2 Respondent Griswold was exercising her power

under 1-1-107(2)(a).

147) By her SOCRP and EDGPT2 Respondent Griswold misrepresented the

provisions of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).
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148) By her SOCRP and EDGPT2 Respondent Griswold substituted the

Comparison test with the LAT.

149) Relying on Respondent Griswold's guidance promulgated by her SOCRP and

EDGPT2, Respondent Clerk Simillion and the Gunnison Canvas Board substituted

the Comparison test with the LAT.

150) Respondent Griswold's misrepresentations are intentional and constitute an

abuse of power.

151) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's abuse of power.

XIII. NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / FALSE CERTIFICATION

152) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

153) In the “Certification of Recount” Respondents Simillion, Archuleta, and

Roberts certified no evidence that the Comparison Test had been performed.

154) Respondents Simillion, Archuleta, and Roberts had a duty to conduct the

Comparison Test prior to certifying the Recount.

155) Respondents Simillion, Archuleta, and Roberts failed to perform their duty to

conduct the Comparison Test prior to certifying the Recount.

156) The Recount certified by Respondents Simillion, Archuleta and Roberts was

performed in violation of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

157) Respondents, relying on representations made to by Respondent Griswold's

EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2 made false certifications with regard to the results of the

Recount.

158) Secretary Griswold knowingly made a false certificate in regard to the

November 2022 General Election CD3 Recount which constitutes a violation, per se,
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pursuant to 1-13-105 False certificates by officers, and a violation of duty pursuant to

C.R.S. § 1-13-107.

159) Petitioner is injured by Respondent Griswold's false certification.

XIV. TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF / BREACH OF DUTY BY THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL

160) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

161) The Attorney General represents and defends the legal interests of the

People of the State of Colorado.

162) Pursuant to  C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c), the Attorney General has a duty to assist

and advise Respondent Griswold in making uniform interpretations of the election

code.

163) Respondent Griswold's duty under C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c) creates a

presumption that she received assistance and advice from the AG relative to

enforcing the Comparison Test.

164) Respondent Griswold's current Deputy Secretary of State, Chris Beall, was

formerly an employee of the Attorney General’s office who was assigned to serve

the needs of Respondent Griswold's office. The close inter-office communication,

relationship, and dependency is thus demonstrated.

165) The duty prescribed under C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c) creates a presumption that

the AG conferred with the SOS about her interpretation of the Comparison Test

expressed in the EO, SOCRP and EDGPT2.
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166) The duty prescribed under C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c) creates a presumed nexus

between the AG and the SOS to act in concert in securing the purity of the election

under the code.

167) The interpretation and corresponding regulatory scheme reflected in and

devised by Respondent Griswold in her SOCRP and EDGPT2 defeats the plain

language of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

168) The Attorney General knew, or should have known, that Respondent

Griswold's interpretation of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) promulgated by her EO,

SOCRP, and EDGPT2 defeated the statutory scheme of C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

169) The AG had a duty to advise the SOS that her interpretation and

corresponding regulatory scheme reflected in and devised by Respondent Griswold

in her SOCRP and EDGPT2 defeats the plain language of C.R.S. § §

1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

170) The AG breached his duty to provide the assistance and advice to the SOS in

making a proper interpretation of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

171) Respondent Griswold relied on the assistance and advice of the Attorney

General pursuant to C.R.S. § 1-1-107(1)(c) relative to the uniformity of her

November 2022-14 Order and corresponding SOCRP and EDGPT2 as it concerned

the Recount of the CD3 race of the November 8, 2022 election.

172) The Attorney General knew or should have known that Respondent

Griswold's interpretation of C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b) promulgated by her EO,

SOCRP and EDGPT2 was an abuse of discretion.
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173) The Attorney General failed to perform his duty to assist Respondent

Griswold in making uniform interpretations of the election code.

174) Petitioner is injured by the Respondent Weiser’s breach or neglect of duty.

XV. ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION / INJURY

175) Petitioner incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations contained in

the foregoing paragraphs, as though fully contained herein.

176) Petitioner’s right to vote is injured by Respondent Griswold's defeat of the

Comparison Test prescribed by C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

177) Petitioner’s right to vote is injured by Respondent Griswold's failure to provide

the due process prescribed pursuant to C.R.S. § § 1-10.5-102(3)(a)&(b).

178) Petitioner is injured in his right to vote by the Respondent’s failure to perform

their duty to uphold, protect and defend his vote, in violation of Colo. Const. Art. VII,

Section 1., Colo. Const. Art. II, Sec 5., Colo. Const. Art. II, Sect 25., US Const. First

Amendment, US Const. Fourteenth Amendment Sec 1.

XVI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Petitioner is entitled to the security and guard provided by as the Comparison

Test prescribed by C.R.S. § 1-10.5-102(3)(a) and that the Court issue an order to the

Respondents to forthwith perform the duty or to desist from the wrongful act or to

forthwith show cause why the order should not be obeyed.

WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully requests that the Court Order Respondents:

1) To show cause why the hand-count comparison test was not performed pursuant to
statutory requirement;

2) To show cause why the certification of the Gunnison County Recount should not be
vacated and set aside as void for failure to perform the Comparison Test;
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3) If the Court finds the Respondents to be out of compliance with statute, to order
them to perform the comparison test in a transparent manner;

4) To show cause why the Respondents should not be compelled to redo the Recount
for failure to conduct the Comparison Test;

5) To either comply with, or show cause why the Respondents should not be ordered
to enforce the Comparison Test in future recounts;

6) To show cause why any amended and resubmitted abstract of votes cast submitted
to Respondent Griswold Secretary of State for the CD3 Recount should not be
vacated and set aside as void. Prohibiting Respondent Griswold from acting unless
and until each of the canvas board members has certified that the Comparison Test
was conducted prior to starting the recount as required by law, plus details as to
who conducted the prior to recount test, when it was conducted by date and time,
and what the results were;

7) To order the Attorney General to instruct Respondent Griswold concerning the law,
advising her that the law is not discretionary, now and in the future;

8) Further orders from the court to the Respondents to cease and desist such unlawful
actions and to cure the defect;

9) To order an award of costs, expert witness fees, reasonable compensation for the
Petitioner’s time and litigation expertise, prospective legal fees, and all other
appropriate relief this court deems right and just.

10) Respectfully submitted this 2nd day of February  2023.

I, David Justice, hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury, that the facts and
contents of this Second Verified Petition are true and correct, to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

/s/ David Justice    .

David Justice
125 West Virginia Ave # 204,
Gunnison, Colorado 81230
Tel. (970) 275-4871
Email: justice@gunnison.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 2nd day of February, 2023, a copy of the foregoing SECOND
AMENDED VERIFIED PETITION was filed with this Court via email and sent via email
to the following:

LEEANN MORRILL, Reg #38742*
First Assistant Attorney General
1300 Broadway, 6th Floor
Denver, Colorado 80203
Phone Number: (720) 508-6159
Email: leeann.morrill@coag.gov
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Matthew Hoyt atty, Reg #51792
County Attorney
200 E. Virginia Avenue
Gunnison, CO 81230
Phone: (970) 641-5300
Fax: (970) 641-7696
Email: mhoyt@gunnisoncounty.org
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Alex San Filippo-Rosser atty, Reg
#43874
County Attorney
200 E. Virginia Avenue
Gunnison, CO 81230
Phone: (970) 641-5300
Fax: (970) 641-7696
Email:
asanfilippo-rossett@gunnisoncounty.org
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Sammy Obaid atty, Reg #39392
County Attorney
200 E. Virginia Avenue
Gunnison, CO 81230
Phone: (970) 641-5300
Fax: (970) 641-7696
Email: sobaid@gunnisoncounty.org
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

/s/ David Justice    .

David Justice
125 West Virginia Ave # 204,
Gunnison, Colorado 81230
Tel. (970) 275-4871
Email: justice@gunnison.com
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